
DRAFT MINUTES 
 

 

Town of Bolton  
Conservation Commission Minutes 

Town Office, Route 2, Bolton  
Monday, June 18, 2018 

6:00-8:00 pm  
 
1. Call to Order 
6:04  
Members: Amy Ludwin, Ali Kosiba, Jerry Mullen, Virginia Haviland 
Visitors: Rob Mullen, PPCA Steward 
Heather Furman, Sara Holbrook Steward 
 
2. Additions/Deletions to Agenda, Conflict of Interest Question  
Nothing 
 
3. Public Comment  
Heather brought up potholes issue: most crowded ever Saturday, Rt2, entire school lot, both 
sides of access road.  Discussed who to call, River Conservancy plans, SB and Richmond or State 
police Amy will let SB know. 
 
4. Approval of Past Minutes - April, and for May 2018  
Ali moved to approve, Amy seconded, all in favor. 
 
 
5. General Business: 
a. CC member recruitment update  
Virginia will look into seeking possible volunteers from SMS parents using Ali’s doc.   
 
b. PPCA 
Looking for larger steward team for PPCA, possible candidates with whom to partner. Like with: 
Brian Mezitt our partner about biking.  Quinn has been doing signs, Julie making decorative 
signs, Joss and Dickie helping with Beaver Baffle, a list of other volunteers we already have in 
circulation can be added onto.  Amy will do outreach for some more PPCA steward partners 
using an email list that Deb Shelby has volunteered to create. FPF and Notch rd. email list, note 
to Gazette?  
 
i. parking permit application and funding 
Chittenden Cty wetlands person met with Ali and Deb S., there’s enough buffer to meet 
standards, plenty of room for that. Eric and the road crew, and Gene, have brought materials 
from ditching Notch Rd to raise up parking lot, thought project was already approved.  Sharon 
has called him, and that is now on hold until permit process is complete.   Wetlands person 
wondered about invasives but ditching was very nearby so not as much a concern.  Suggested 
by wetland person was the area will need gravel for topper so not too muddy. Raising will also 
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make plowing easier. Eric ready to do more once we have permit approval. Deb Shelby 
submitted first permit, follow up to that: we need a site plan, Ali will create that.  Discussed 
idea that Sharon and Ali had brought up: If/ Should town be named as applying for permit 
instead of CC.  There are lots of fees etc. Amy will ask SB if they could be named since this is a 
project on Town land, for the benefit of the Town, - and - could some of fees to town could be 
waived?  some is needed for zoning fees etc. Amy requests approval of a budget from the 
conservation reserve fund for paying possible permit fees, and up to $3,000 for gravel to top 
the lot with gravel as needed after it is filled in with soil by the Road crew. Eric said they are 
willing to do work, truck it in etc. Jerry moves to authorize Amy to request from the SB an 
amount up to $3,400 from Conservation Fund for covering Town permit fees and gravel for 
PPCA parking area on Notch rd. Amy seconds. Amy noted PPCA forestry income and fees from 
individuals who in the firewood lottery should have brought in almost 2K this year. Ethan 
Tapper projects about 9K from next year’s harvest, (assuming the Town does another firewood 
lottery, and about $18,000 if the Town were not to do another firewood lottery) so PPCA 
timber / forestry project will/ should be bringing in about/ at least 10K in 2 years. Over 20K in 
Conservation Fund currently. All voted in favor. 
 
 ii. VLT 
Amy checked with them about parking area, all OK. 
 iii. Boundary line assessment / survey needs 
Rob discussing new back trail for Libby’s Look, now flagged with survey tape, and a new front 
trail reroute, in the longer term, to make a new better hiking route and get entire trail system 
on town land. Rob will check with Streeters about what kind of signage we could create on that 
trail change spot that they would like, as part of the old trail does cross their land. We’d like to 
be good neighbors and make the sign language clear about the old trail, if it is actually 
‘closed’.  Or closed to a certain point?  or open at all?  Rob will do blue blazes to mark new trail. 
Amy will get 2 gallons special bark paint boundary marking paint, enough for trails at the PPCA 
and Sarah Holbrook, 2 gallons. Circle shape. Rob will check with Cara (VLT) about 2 new trails 
and talk to Dickie.  
Boundary assessment is completed, done by Ethan Tapper and Americorps VLT volunteer, clear 
that boundaries needs work. Ethan could use 5 gallons red boundary marking bark paint to re- 
mark the boundaries that are clear, that plus other blue paint - we have a quote for:  $264.42. 
from Ben Meadows. Ethan has volunteered to then remark the established boundaries. Jerry 
moves to authorize $264.42 for the 7 gallons of paint to come from Conservation Fund. Virginia 
second. All in favor. Amy will apply to the SB for that from the conservation fund. 
Some areas of the PPCA have no evidence found of clear survey boundaries, so those 
designated parts need surveying. Cost? Amy requests up to 5K to have complete an accurate 
survey of unmarked boundary areas. Jerry moves to request authorization of expenditure from 
Conservation Fund of up to 5K to survey unmarked priority boundary areas as identified by 
Ethan Tapper in his boundary assessment of June 18. Amy seconds. All in favor. Amy will check 
with VLT about survey and boundary lines and will make that request for the funds from the SB 
from the Conservation Funds.  
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Following up on boundary question that Ali had been talking over with Chuck and Ethan: Ethan 
Tapper and Chuck Bolton walked the PPCA area abutting Chuck’s land- Chuck is asking to tap 
town sugar maples on town land. Ethan could draft a management plan amendment that will 
have Chuck enter into a lease agreement with the town including an in-kind payment to the 
town, maybe syrup for Smilie?  and/ or a school field trip to the site?  or both?  $1 per tap is 
standard rate.  Amy will check with VLT and it will also need SB approval. If SB, and VLT are 
interested to proceed, we could then ask Ethan and Steve McLeod to partner to draft a 
proposal, we need to think about liability and damage. There are state guidelines in place for 
tapping on state land. Ali had reviewed those we could use those as guidelines if we wanted to. 
Amy will do quick check in with SB and VLT to make sure they are interested in this before any 
next steps are done. Ali will be contact with Chuck and Ethan, Chuck is working on proposal, his 
deadline 2 weeks from today. 
 
iv. Steward's group - designated roles, trail reroute, kiosk, forestry update  
Rob will begin enlarging kiosks.  
His role in Steward’s group: designating different roles for people in group.  For now: Kyle Pratt 
has volunteered to take out 1 complicated fallen tree on trail.  He knows about the volunteer 
waiver and will submit that before he does the tree work. Rob will organize work day, back 
route to Libby’s needs a bit of clearing slash. Any volunteers would need to have filled out 
volunteer waiver, found on town website. 
Rob mentioned someone had a trap hole in ice on upper pond this last winter, he’d like to put 
out a game camera this winter in that area. There is an active colony there, he doesn’t know if 
there were any trapped. Rob would consult with game warden if the camera shows any unusual 
human activity.   
Beaver baffle on upper pond totally blocked. Rob will pull out pipe, put new in and armor with 
chicken wire. Joss Besse and Dickie Streeter may be able to help a they have in the past, Rob 
will reach out to them.  
 
c. Sara Holbrook Floodplain update  
Heather working on simple management plan for SH site, gathering history, use Arrowood 
assessment. Researching trails in wet/floodplain areas, maybe simple puncheon trail (boards on 
sills) where needed, some high spots may be just trail. Maybe make loop off start of trail to left 
off rt2, skirting big wet area, another wet area on right. May do one loop to start. People park 
and walk to bridge, take pix and head out, so loop could be natural attraction, hikers and not. 
Maybe educational signage along trail. Lots of flood left trash in there, how to clean up and haul 
out. Heather will look into partnering with FOW- Amy shared contact info with FOW and 
Heather, partner group ideas. Sign for SH including natural area info, ticks, poisonous plants etc. 
Kiosk belong to GMC, need to check in about signage, can put on fence as well. Contact with 
herbalism school, maybe foraging walk event, clean up event. Amy will send her Leslie Pelch’s 
info for possible community events. 
Amy thinking of signage for Duxbury Rd about caution for hikers on road, talked to GMC, Amy G 
plans to meet with / talk to SB, re: specific road signage, aware that language can be tricky, 
maybe general sign near bridge. Curvey narrow road ahead, caution! ?  Heather will check with 
GMC about sign for hikers. Goal of interim management draft by end of summer.  
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d. WNRDC - tabled to next meeting 
 
e. Sue Morse program: tabled to next meeting  
 
f. Friends of Winooski update 
Shawn wants to finish plantings at Smilie, she will talk with Barbara at the school.  Wondering 
about any other places in town that FOW could help with.  Amy suggested BV parking lots could 
be looked at and gave Josh A.’s contact info. Connecting Shawn and Heather re: SHFF.  
 
6. Other Business: 
a. Next CC Meeting: July 16, 6-8pm  
 
b. Identify Next Agenda: items are as follow for next meeting:  
PPCA- forestry, parking, boundary line, survey needs, painting, trail reroute, stewards group, 
kiosk, tree clearing, volunteers, funds, possible future trails grants, Ethan Tapper guest. Chuck 
Bolton Maple tapping, beaver baffle. 
 
Sarah Holbrook FF updates, including road signs, and signs for hikers/ walkers.  
 
FOW updates 
 
d. Winooski Natural Resources Conservation District (WNRCD) update  
e. Sue Morse program  
g. Discussion about EAB preparedness and potential  
 
C. Other Communications  
 
7. Adjournment 
Jerry moved to adjourn at 8:08, Virginia seconded, all in favor. 
 
Attest:  Virginia Haviland, Minutes Recorder.  Minutes are unofficial until approved.  

 
These minutes were read and accepted by a quorum of the Conservation Commission on: 
 
__________________________       
  
 
__________________________       
 
 
 


